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Abstract 
In this paper, we investigate the asymptotic behaviour of Cauchy problems which are not governed by strongly 
continuous semigroups. We obtain interesting generalizations in terms of integrated semigroups of classical Abelian 
and Tauberian theorems. The results are applied to the solution of the Schrodinger equation in LP-spaces. 
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1. Introduction 
Let A be a closed linear operator on a Banach space E. Consider the Cauchy problem 
(CR) 
du 
-&- =Au(t), t > 0, 
If A is the generator of a CO-semigroup, a well established theory is available, and, in 
particular, many results on the important problem of the asymptotic behaviour of the solutions 
are known. 
Recently, a new, more general concept, that of integrated semigroups, has been introduced by 
Arendt in 1987 (see [l]) and extensively studied by many authors (see [2,4,5,11,13,17,19,22,23]). 
Most of these contributions concern existence and uniqueness, and in fact so far only little is 
known about asymptotics. First results in the more general framework are due to Lumer [19] 
and concern mainly locally Lipschitz continuous integrated semigroups. 
In the present article we consider generators of integrated semigroups. Two different types 
of asymptotic behaviour are studied: 
(1) convergence of means (ergodic theorems); 
(2) strong convergence of solutions. 
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Let (Y 2 0 and let (S(t)>,. ,, be a strongly continuous family of bounded operators such that 
supt a o Ile-“‘S(t) II < 00. Recall that (S(t)> is said to be an a-times integrated semigroup 
generated by A if one of the following equivalent conditions holds. 
cc.11 /‘S(s)x ds E D(A) and St>x =~I/~S(sjx ds + 
t” 
r(cX + 1)X’ 
t>o, XEE. 
0 0 
(C.2) There exists w > 0 such that (w, t-m> c&A) and 
R(A)x = Aa/ tm e-““S(s)x ds, Re( A) > w, x E E. 
0 
Here p(A) denotes the resolvent set of A and R(A) =R(h, A) = (A -A)-” the resolvent of A 
in A E p(A). This equivalence is not difficult to see (see (12,141). 
The study of means in this new context is very natural. In fact, assume that A generates a 
k-times integrated semigroup S for some k E N. Then, for x E D(Ak”), 
u(t) = P’(t)x, t 2 0, (14 
is the unique solution of (CP). Thus, 
SW 1 
tk =-% 
t 
is the kth Cesaro mean of U. Thus convergence of ~(~)~/~~ for t + ~0 reflects the as~ptotic 
behaviour of the solution U. 
We show in Section 2 that if A generates an a-times integrated semigroup such that 
sup,,1 IIS(t)/ta! II < w, then the following assertions are equivalent. 
(9 C.lim sOX = r( “, 1) exists for all x E E, 
t-+m ta a 
(ii) limAR(A, A) = QX exists for all x E E, 
AL0 
(iii) ~=~(~)~R(~), 
where Clim 1 ---f _,, N(A), R(A) denote respectively the Cesaro-limit, the kernel of A, the range 
of A. Moreover, if these assertions are true, then P and Q are equal and coincide with the 
projection onto N(A) along R(A). 
Some particular cases are of special interest. If A is a resolvent positive operator in a 
reflexive Banach lattice, it is known that A generates a once integrated semigroup (St t)), b o 
(see [l]). It is surprising that in this case AR(A, A) converges strongly for A L 0 if and only if 
S(t>/t converges strongly for t + co (Section 4). This result should be seen in connection with 
Karamata’s Tauberian theorem which can be applied in the case where S really is the 
antiderivative of a positive C,-semigroup. 
In Section 5 we consider a second type of asymptotic behaviour, namely strong convergence 
of solutions. Even in the semigroup case this type of convergence is special. Whereas every 
bounded semigroup on a reflexive space is mean ergodic, convergence of the semigroup itself is 
merely given under a very restrictive condition, namely countability of the peripherical 
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spectrum. This is the stability theorem due to Arendt and Batty [3] and independently Ljubich 
and Phong [Ml, who also show that the countability condition is optimal (see also [21]). We 
restrict our study to the case of once integrated semigroups (s(t)>. In fact, in this case (1.1) can 
also be written in the form 
u(t) = S(t)kk +nc, t > 0, 
and the asymptotic behaviour of the solution u is given by that of (s(t)>. We prove the 
following integrated version of the stability theorem above. 
Theorem 1.1. Let A be the generator of a once integrated semigroup (S(t)>. Suppose that 
(8 0 ~p(A1, 
(ii) a(A) n iR! is countable, 
(iii) Ro( A) n iR! = 0. 
Then S(t)x + -A-lx as t + m for all x E D(A). 
Here a(A), R&A) := (A E @: (A - A)D(A) is not dense in E} and p(A) denote respectively 
the spectrum, the residual spectrum and the resolvent set of A (cf. [20, A-III] for the 
definitions). 
In Section 6 we apply this theorem to the inhomogeneous Cauchy problem. 
2. Ergodicity 
Let A be a closed linear operator on a Banach space E such that (0, 11 E p(A) and 
sup lIAR(A < +m. 
O<h<l 
It is well known that 
P := ~~oAR(x) exists in the strong sense 
if and only if 
E =N(A) @R(A), 
(2.1) 
P-2) 
(2.3) 
where N(A) := {x ED(A)/Ax = 01, R(A) := (Ax/ x E D(A)} (see [25, Theorem 2, p.2171). 
Furthermore, assume that A generates an a-times integrated semigroup (S(t)) (for some 
(Y > 0). The resolvent of A is given by the Laplace transform of S and therefore (2.3) (or 
equivalently (2.2)) should have some consequences for the behaviour at infinity of S. In this 
section we study these consequences. 
We say that S is ergodic if lim r+ +,S(t>x/ta exists for all x E E. We say that S is Cesaro 
ergodic if 
(Jim SOX := lim l/t?!ZY!? ds 
t+m t” t-tm t 1 sa 
exists for all x E E. Finally we say that S is Abel ergodic if lim,,,AR(A)x exists for all x E E. 
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The next proposition is of Abelian type. 
Proposition 2.1. Let CY 2 0 and let A be the generator of an a-times integrated semigroup S. The 
following holds. 
(a) If S is ergodic, then S is Cesaro ergodic and 
lim S(t)x - = CJmS(f)x. 
t++m t” r-m ta 
(b) If S is Cesaro ergodic, then S is Abel ergodic and 
SW 
r(a + 1) C.lim - = limhR(h) = P 
t+m t” AL0 
is the projection onto N(A) along R(A). 
Proof. (a) Let t 2 1, x E E. We have 
1 tS(s)x 
/ 
1 
ds=-/ 
1 S(st)x 
71 sa 
ptds= 
t 1/t (ts)a / 
1 S(st)x 
~ ds, 
1/t (tsy 
which converges by 
x E E. Thus, 
Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem to lim f ~ +,S( t )x/t a, for all 
(b) Let 
lim S(t) 
-X. 
t++m t a 
S(t) 1 
p:= r(cz+ 1) 
C.lim \I. 
t-m ta 
It is sufficient to show that 
/ 
+m 
lim A”+* 
A\0 
e-““S(s)x ds, for all x EE. 
1 
Let t a 1 and let H(t) E L(E) be defined by 
H(t)x := j;$(s); ds, XEE. 
Then for all x E E, 
/ 
+m 
a+1 A 
1 
eeA\“S(s)x ds = h”lfl [+m e-““s”H’(s)x ds 
+m +m 
= a+2 A 
/ 
e -%"H(s)x ds-ah”+’ 
/ 
e -?s~-~H(s)x ds 
1 1 
/ 
+m 
= 
e-ssa+l ff((s/Jw ds _-(y 
A s/h / 
+m 
epssa 
fws/*)4 ds 
A s/A * 
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By hypothesis, H(s/A)x/(s/h) converges to (T(a + l))-‘Px for A L 0. Lebesgue’s dominated 
convergence theorem implies that 
limA”+’ 
/ 
+m eWASS(s)x ds = 
r(a + 2) 
px-cXPx=Px. 0 
AL0 1 r(LY + 1) 
The converse implications of Proposition 2.1 are not true in general. Nevertheless, some of 
them hold if suptal II S(t)/t” II < ~0. The following theorem is of Tauberian type. 
Theorem 2.2. Let (Y > 0, and let A be the generator of an a-times integrated semigroup S. Suppose 
that M := supr> 1 II S(t>/t” II < ~0. Then the following assertions are equiualent _ 
(i) E = N(A) @R(A). 
(ii) S is Abel ergodic. 
(iii) S is Cesaro ergodic. 
Proof. (i) - (ii) Observe that AR(A) = htifl/iS(s)e-“’ ds + Aatl/:ocS(s)e-A” ds; thus, 
SUP 11 AR(A) 11 < sup If&s(s) II +MT(a + 1) < +QJ. 
O<h<l O<S<l 
Now the equivalence between (i) and (ii) follows from [2.5, Theorem 2, p.2171. 
(i) = (iii) Let P be the projection onto N(A) along R(A). Define 
r(a + 1) 
U(t) := t 1 
J(s) 
- ds, 
1 Sa 
for all t 2 1. 
The family (U(t)),. I is bounded and, in order to show that lim, _ +,U(t) = P strongly, it is 
sufficient to see that lim t_+,U(t>x =x for all XEN(A) and lim,,+,U(t)Ay =0 for all 
y ED(A). Let x EN(A); by definition we have S(t)x = tax/r(a + 1). Thus, lim,,+,U(t)x =x. 
Now, let y E D(A), we have 
WY = 
t”Y 
+ 
/ () 
*S s Ay ds. 
++I) 0 
Hence, 
lim -& /k(s)Ay ds = 0. 
t++a, t 0 
(2.4) 
By integrating by parts we get 
&X+1) t T(a + 1 
WAY = ta+l /S(s)4 ds + t / 
tajSS(r)Ay dr 
S 
a+1 
ds. 
1 1 
Then by (2.4), 
lim U(t)Ay = lim 
qa+q c 
I() S s Ay ds + (Y C.lim 
Q+1) t 
1+ +oo t+ +m t a+1 1 t+m 
ta+l / 0 
S s Ay ds =O. 
1 
(iii) - (ii) This is Proposition 2.1. 0 
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It is to ask under the supr a 1 II S(t>/t” II < 00, Cesaro ergodicity of (S(t)) 
implies ergodicity of S. The following example shows that the answer is negative. 
Example 2.3. Let E = C2 and let T be the semigroup defined by 
T(t)(x, Y) = ( eitx + te”y, e”y), t 2 0. 
Its generator is given by 
A(x, y) = (ix +y, iy). 
Let S(t) := /,‘T(s) ds be the once integrated semigroup generated by A. It is easy to see that 
SUP,,~ II S(t) II/t < +m but lim t ~ +,S(t)(O, 1)/t does not exist. 
In the case where A generates an c-w-times integrated semigroup S which is Lipschitz 
continuous for t a t, (for some t, > 0 and some (Y 2 l), the following theorem gives a stronger 
conclusion than Theorem 2.2. 
Theorem 2.4. Let (Y > 1 and let A be the generator of an a-times integrated semigroup S which is 
Lipschitz continuous for t > t,. The following are equivalent. 
;;; ;V)@R(A)=E. 
’ h L &R(h) exists strongly. 
(c) C.lim t +,T(a + l)S(t)/tm exists strongly. 
(d) lim f ,,T(a + l)S(t)/tm exists strongly. 
In that case the limits in (b), (cl and (d) coincide with the projection onto N(A) along R(A). 
Proof. Let A4 be the Lipschitz constant of (S(t)), a1o. If t > t,, then 
Thus, SUP,,~ IIS(t)ll/t* < + a. Now Theorem 2.2 gives the equivalence between assertions (a), 
(b) and (c). In order to prove the equivalence between (c) and (d), let s, t a t, and x E E. Then, 
SW wx - = 
t” SU 
which implies that (S(t)x/t “> is slowly oscillating. The required equivalence follows from [15, 
Theorem 18.3.1, p.5071. 0 
Remark 2.5. If E is reflexive, then the hypothesis E = N(A) CB R(A), in Theorems 2.2 and 2.4, 
is automatically satisfied (see [25, Corollary 1, p.2171). 
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Example 2.6. (a) Consider the operator A defined on E = C[O, 11 by 
D(A) = {fE C2[0, 11, f(0) =f(l), f”(0) = o}, Af=f”. 
A has compact resolvent and (T(A) = { -k*T*, k = 0, 1, 2,. . .I. The kernel of A is the set of all 
constant functions on [0, 11. In order to show that N(A) @R(A) = E, let f~ E. Then, 
f(x) =f(o) +A Lj’f(f(s) -f(O)> ds dt -$‘L’(fP) -f(O)) ds df), ( 
and so f E N(A) + R(A). Furthermore, it is clear that N(A) 17 R(A) = {O}. Thus N(A) @ R(A) 
= E. It is easy to see that A is dissipative, and by a spectral argument it is m-dissipative. Hence 
A generates a once integrated Lipschitz continuous semigroup S (see [2]). Theorem 2.4 implies 
that 
l im Wf 
- =f(O), for all f E E. 
I+ +m t 
(b) Consider the operator B defined on E = C[O, 11 by 
D(B) = {fE cqo, 11, f(O) =f(l)}, W=f’. 
We have a(A) = 4riZ and N(B) is the set of all constant functions on [O, 11. For every fE E 
one has 
Thus N(B) +R(B) = E, and it is clear that N(B) nR(B) = IO}. Hence N(B) @R(B) = E. The 
operators B and -B are m-dissipatives. Let S, and S_ be the once integrated semigroups 
generated respectively by B and -B. Theorem 2.4 shows that 
l im S+Wf -= x dx and l im W)f -= 
t+ +m t / 0 ’ f0 I*+= t / 0 If x dx, 0 
for all f~ E. By similar arguments, B* generates a once integrated semigroup S which is 
Lipschitz continuous and MB*> @ R(B*> = E. Thus, 
l im Wf ~ = 
t / 0 lf x dx, for all f E E. t+ +m 0 
3. Asymptotic behaviour in terms of integrated semigroups 
Let cr > 0 and let A be a generator of an a-times integrated semigroup S, such that 
SUPf > 1 II SW/t* II < 03. Moreover, assume that E = N(A) @ R(A). Example 2.3 shows that 
S,(t>/ta does not necessarily converge for t + + 03. In this section we show that 
1 
p:= r(P+l) 
lim s,(t) 
t+ +m to 
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exists strongly for all p > cr, where S, denote the p-times integrated semigroup generated by 
A. We use the following Tauberian theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. Let cx 2 0 and let f be a continuous function from [w+= [0, m> with values in_ E. 
Suppose that there exists a constant Msuch that suptar II f(t)/t” II GM. lffm:= lim,.,,A”+‘f(A) 
exists, then for all 4 E L’(rW+), 
Here f^denotes the Laplace transform off. 
Proof. Suppose that A”+‘{(A) converges to fm as A + 0. For A > 0, let Th QZ’(L1([W+); E) be 
given by 
f(s) 
TAG = A~mqb(b)7 ds. 
Then, 
= &(Ap)“+‘fjA,~) - ilA”+‘ePAPSf(s) ds + Se,, A +O, 
P 
where S E_Y( L'([w +); E) is given by 
’ s4J = /m4(s) ds .fm. r(a! + 1) a 
Since (by the uniqueness theorem of the Laplace transform) the set {e,: /-L > 01 is total in 
L’(rW+) and since II Th II GM, A > 0, it follows from the Banach-Steinhaus theorem that Th + S 
strongly for A + 0. We have shown that 
Theorem 3.2. Let (Y > 0 and let A be the generator of an a-times integrated semi-group S, which 
satisfies supr > 1 (I S(t)/t” (1 < 03. Let p > (Y and let S, be the p-times integrated semigroup 
generated by A. The following are equivalent. 
(i) E =N(A)@R(A). 
(ii) lim, L 0 A R( A ) exists strongly. 
(iii) r(p + 1) lim, ~ +,S,(t)/tP exists strongly. 
In that case the limit in (ii) and (iii) is the projection onto N(A) along R(A). 
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Proof. (i> * (ii) See Theorem 2.2. 
(iii) * (ii) See Proposition 2.1. 
(ii) * (iii) Let P = lim *\,,AR(A). The p-times integrated semigroup generated by A is given 
by 
’ W) = qp _(g o /)t -s)-?Sa(s) ds. 
In order to prove that s,(t)/tP converges to P/T(p + 1) for t + +m, it is sufficient to show 
that $(t)/tP converges to P/r(/3 + 11, with 
q&t) := F(i_ a) [(t - s)‘-“-‘S,(s) ds, if t 2 1, 
q t) := 0, ifO<ttl. 
Let 4(s) := sac1 - s)~-O’-~~,~, 1I. We have for t a 1, 
- ds = flr’( ;)a(1 _ 5)““‘?$$ ds 
ds=l-(/3-cr)F. 
Theorem 3.1 implies that 
qt > 1 
tP+ jts”(l-s)P-a-‘ds.P= l.(pl+l)~, t-_, +oo_ T(P -a)+ + 1) 0 
q 
Example 3.3. (Schriidinger equation in Lp(On)). Let 0 be an open connected subset of RN and 
let 1 <p < cc). Denote by A; and A;” the Laplacian with Dirichlet or Neumann boundary 
conditions on Lp(KJ) (see [lo]). 
First case: 0 is of finite measure. Let cr > $V I i - l/p 1 and let A = iA: or id;“. It has been 
shown in [12, Chapitre 2, ThLorkme 6.41 that A generates an a-times integrated semigroup S, 
satisfying 
(*> II II w> <oc, sup - t,1 ta * 
(a) Dirichlet boundary conditions: A = A:. Since 0 E p(AF>, one has R(AF) = Lp. It follows 
from Theorem 3.2 that 
lim w> - =o, fELP. 
1-m ta 
(b) Neumann boundary conditions: A = Ap”“. In that case N(A) = Rl,. Since A has compact 
resolvent, Lp = Rl, GJ R(A). It follows from Theorem 3.2 that 
l im ut> - = f s ds l,, fELP. 
1-m t” / 0 R 
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Second case: 0 is of infinite measure. Let cx > N ( i - l/p I. Let A = iA; or i AT. It is shown 
in [12, Chapitre 21 that A generates an a-times integrated semigroup S, satisfying ( *>. Here 
N(A) = (0). So it follows from Theorem 2.2 that N(A) @ R(A) = Lp. Now Theorem 3.2 implies 
that lim t,,S,(t)/t” = 0 for all fE Lp. 
4. The positive case 
Let E be an ordered Banach space with normal and generating positive cone E + (see [8] for 
the definition and properties). Let (Y > 1 and let A be the generator of an a-times integrated 
semigroup S. Suppose that S is Abel ergodic, i.e., P := lim, L 0 AR(h) exists in the strong sense. 
Example 2.3 shows that S is not ergodic in general. In this section we show that if A is a 
resolvent positive operator, then 
S is ergodic e S is Abel ergodic. 
Theorem 4.1. Let (Y 2 0 and let A be the generator of a positive increasing a-times integrated 
semigroup S. Suppose that (0, + W) c p(A). The following are equivalent. 
(a) lim ,,,AR(A) = P strongly. 
(b) T(a + 1) lim,, +m S(t>/t” = P strongly. 
The proof of this theorem uses the following Tauberian theorem which is a generalization of 
Karamata’s theorem (see [6, Theorem 2.61). Karamata’s theorem corresponds to the case when 
p =o. 
Proposition 4.2. Let E be an ordered Banach space with a normal cone. Let /? > - 1 and 
0 <f E L:O,(rW+, E) such that /;“e-“‘f(t) dt exists for all A < 0. Zf 
limAP+’ 
ALO J 
+m e-*‘f(t) dt =fm, 
0 
then r(p + 1) C.lim, ,,f(t)/tP = fm. 
Proof. It is easy to see that for all II = 0, 1,. . . , 
limAP+’ 
/ 
tm e-“‘(e-A’)“f(t) dt = 
fm +m 
AL0 0 / T(P + 1) 0 
epttP(e-t)n dt. 
It follows that for all polynomials P, 
limAP+l 
AldO / 
+m e-A’P(e-A’)f(t) dt = ’ tmtsep’P(ep’) dt. 
0 / T(P +I> 0 
Let q be the function defined on [O, 11 by q(x) = 0 if x < l/e, q(x) = l/x if x > l/e. Let 
6 > 0 and let ql, qz be continuous functions such that ql(x) < q(x) < q2(x) and 
(1) ql(x) =q(x) for x =z l/e or x > l/e + 6, 
(2) q2(x) = q(x) for x G l/e - 6 or x > l/e, 
(3) sup, G X d ,(q2(x) - 4r(x)l = e. 
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Existence of such functions follows from the graphic representation of q. Now, let E > 0, 
choose 6 such that 
e 
/ 
12tPe-’ 
w + 1) t1 
dt < E, 
where t, and t, are chosen such that e-‘l= eel - 6 and e-‘2 = e-l + 6. Let p1 and pz be 
polynomials such that 
41-E~P1~41~4~qZ~Pz~qZ+E. 
Existence of p1 and p2 follows from the Stone-Weierstrass theorem. Define 
tPe-"fpj(e-"f)f( t) dt , kj := 
fm +a 
I w+ 1) 0 
e-‘pj(e-‘)tP dt, 
for j = 1, 2, and h(A) := hPtljo+“e-A’q(e-“‘)f(t) dt. Then, 
0 G k, - k, < fm 
UP + 1) e 
+m e-ttP & 
Thus, 
0 <k, -k, G 3cfm. 
Let A, be such that 
II kj( A) - kj II < l 7 for 0 G A G A, and j = 1, 2. 
From 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
k,(A)-k,(i)dz(A)-h(i)<k,(A)-k,(i), 
we have 
-(k,(A)-k,(i)-k,(A)+k,(i)) <h(A)-h(i) +,(A)+,(i) -k,(A)+k&)). 
Since E, is normal, there exists a constant c > 0 such that 
11 h(A) -h(i) II <c II k,(A) -k,(i) -k,(A) + k2(i) II 
G c II k,(A) -k, II +c II k,(i) -k, II +c II k,(i) -k, II +2c ll k, - k, II, 
fpr 0 <A, /i <A,. Using (4.1) and (4.2), we get II h(A) -h(~)II < 6cc + ~EC II fm II for 0 <A, 
A < A,,. Thus lim, L $(A) exists. 
Since h(A) = AP"/d/*f(t) dt, it follows that limh,,AP”/,‘/Af(t) dt exists. On the other 
hand, 
F$AP+‘[‘*f(t) dt = ,c;+ l) (1+ IV’. 
Now, in order to show Proposition 4.2, observe that 
t 
C.lim fLfi) - = ~~Ap+‘/l”*f(t) dt +p ~n$lll/h “$‘2,“’ ds dt_ q 
t+m 
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Remark 4.3. The converse of Proposition 4.2 is also true. 
The following proposition is also of Tauberian type. 
Proposition 4.4. Let (Y 2 0. Let E be an ordered Banach space with normal cone E +. Let 
f: R, + E be a positive increasing function with values in E. If C.lim, --rm f (t>/t a = fm, then 
lim 1-_, +m f(tW =fm. 
Proof. Observe that for all 6 > 0, 
l im 1 
/ 
(1+0f(s) 
t++mSt t 
- ds = fm. 
Sn 
(4.3) 
Using that f is positive and increasing, we obtain 
f(t) 1 u+mf(S) 
(t +i$t)” G St t / 
ds < f0 + at) 
sa ’ ta ’ 
which implies that h’(t) < f(t)/t” - fm G k’(t) with 
(1 +a)‘-* t 
h’(t) := 6t / 
f(s) (1+ V 
- 
t/(1+6) sn 
ds - fm and k*(t) := 6t / 
t(l+G)f(S) ds _ f 
- CO* 
I Sa 
Therefore, there exists a positive constant c such that 
< c( II h’(t) II + II k’(t) II). 
Let hS = lim f + +,h’(t> and ks = lim, --) +m k’(t). Existence of these limits follows from (4.3) and 
h’=( &)a -l]fm, k’=((l++l)f,. 
Now, let E > 0, choose 6 such that II h” - ks II < E. Choose t, such that I( h”(t) - hs II < E 
and II k”(t) - ks II <E for t 2 t,. Then, for all t at,,, II f(t)/t” - fW II < 3~2~. q 
The following theorem is an immediate consequence of the two preceding propositions. 
Theorem 4.5. Let 0 f f E L:,,(R+, E) be a positive increasing function such that /of "e-^'f( t ) d t 
exists for A > 0. Let p 2 0. If lim, ,,AP+ljo+me-Atf(t> dt = f,,, then r(p + 1) lim, _+ +,f(t)/tP = 
f CO* 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Assume that (a) holds. Let x E E. There exist y, z E E, such that 
x = y - z. Theorem 4.5 implies that 
WY 
r(a + 1) lim - w= =pz =I’y and T(a+l)lim[y . 
t++m ta t++m t 
Thus T(a + 1) lim t --) +,S(t>x/ta = fi. We have proved that (a) implies (b). The other implica- 
tion follows from Proposition 2.1. •i 
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Suppose that E, is normal and generating and A is a resolvent positive operator. It is well 
known that if E is reflexive, then A generates a once integrated semigroup which is positive 
and increasing, see [l]. The preceding theorem can be applied to this integrated semigroup. 
Corollary 4.6. Let E be an ordered reflexive Banach space such that E, is normal and generating. 
Let A be a resolvent positive operator. If S denotes the once integrated semigroup generated by A, 
then the following are equivalent. 
(i) AR(A) -+ P strongly for A L 0. 
(ii) S(t)/t + P strongly for t --f +m. 
5. Stability 
Let A be a generator of a C,-semigroup T; we say that T is stable if lim, --) +,T( t>x = 0 for 
all x E E. Recall the integral semigroup equation 
T(t)x -x =AjbT(s)x ds, t > 0, x EE. (5.1) 
Let S(t) := /ofT(s) ds. In fact, S := (S(t)>, ao is the once integrated semigroup generated by A. 
Suppose that T is stable and 0 E p(A). Eq. (5.1) can be also written as 
S(t)x = T(t)A-‘x -A-lx, x EE. (5 4 
Thus S(t)x + -A-lx for t + + 03 and for all x E E = D(A). 
Now, let S be a once integrated semigroup; we say that S is stable if lim, ~ +,S(t)x exists for 
all x E D(A). 
In this section we are looking for sufficient spectral conditions which ensure the stability of 
S. The following proposition shows that 0 E p(A) is a necessary condition. 
Proposition 5.1. Let A be a generator of a once integrated semigroup S. If S is stable, then 
0 E p(A). 
In order to prove this proposition, we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.2. If S is a once integrated semigroup generated by A, then S(l)E CD(A). 
Proof. Let n E E and t 2 0. From the functional equation of integrated semigroups we have 
S(t)S(l) = J’+‘S(r)x dr - I:S(r)x dr. 
(see [13]). This equation implies that S(t>S(l>x/t --,%1)x for t L 0, and S(t)S(l)x/t E D(A). 
Thus S(l)x E D(A). •I 
Proof of Proposition 5.1. Suppose that S is stable. In order to prove that A is invertible, let 
x E D(A) such that Ax = 0. Then S(t>x = tx, and therefore S(t)x converges for t + ~0 if and 
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only if x = 0. Thus A is injective. On other hand, let V(t) be defined for t 2 0 by V(t) = 
/,‘/is<t + s + r) ds dr. The functional equation above implies that 
jo’S(t +s + r) ds = /‘+‘+’ S(s) 
t+r 
ds = s(t + +S(l) - i%(s) ds. 
Since, by Lemma 5.2, S(l)x E D(A) for all x E E, it follows that V:= lim, --4 +J(t) exists 
strongly. Furthermore, for all x E E we have 
AV(t)x =AII/%(t + s + r)x ds dr = /tA/tS(t + s + Y)X ds dr 
0 0 0 0 
= fijl+;+lS(s)x ds dr 
= /,‘A( /bt’+?(s)x ds - Lt+‘5(s)x ds) dr 
= /( ( ‘S t+r+l)x-(r+t+l)x-S(t+r)x-(t+r)x)dr 0 
1 = /( ( S t+r+ 1)x-S(t+r)x-x) dr 
=p 0 
t+2 
Srxdr-l () ‘+‘,S r x dr --x = S(t + l)S(l)x - S(t)S(l)x --x. 
t+1 
Hence AV(t)x converges to --x. By the closedness of A we have XX ED(A) and Al/x = -x 
for all x E E. We have proved that A is surjective. 0 
Remark 5.3. (a> By the preceding proof, if S is stable, then S(t)x -+ -A-lx, as t + + ~0 for all 
x ED(A). 
(b) In the case when the domain of A is dense in E, Proposition 5.1 can be proved more 
easily. In fact, in this case, M := supt ~ 0 II S(t) II < 00. 
Hence II RCA, A) II = II /ce -““S(s) ds 1) G M for all A > 0. Hence 0 E p(A). 
Proposition 5.4. Let A be the generator of a bounded C,-semigroup T and let S be the once 
integrated semigroup generated by A. The following are equivalent. 
(i) S is stable. 
(ii) 0 E p( A) and T is stable. 
Proof. It remains to show that (i) q (ii>. Suppose that S is stable. By the preceding proposition 
0 Ed. On the other hand, we have, by (5.11, T(t)AP2x =AP2x + S(t)A-‘x, x E E. Conse- 
quently it follows from Remark 5.3 that T(t)A-‘x + 0 as t + + ~0. The conclusion follows from 
the density of the domain of A and the boundedness of T. 0 
Recently Arendt and Batty [3] and Ljubich and Phong [X3] have shown independently and by 
different methods the following stability result. 
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Theorem 5.5. Let A be the generator of a bounded C,-semigroup T. Suppose that 
(i) a(A) f~ i[w is countable, 
(ii> Ra( A) n i[w = @. 
Then, T(t)x + 0 as t + +a~ for all x E E. 
Note that the hypotheses of this theorem are optimal, i.e., we can find C,-semigroups for 
which one hypothesis of the theorem, and only one, is not true and which are not stable (see 
[3]). Huang and R”b a iger [16] characterized condition (i) by “superstability” (see also [21]). 
There exist many important cases where A is not a generator of a C,-semigroup but only of 
a once integrated semigroup. It is very natural and interesting to ask if there exists an 
integrated version of the stability theorem above. 
Theorem 5.6. Let A be a generator of a bounded once integrated semigroup S such that 
a( A) n i[w is countable, 
Ra(A) f~ iIw = @, 
0 WA). 
Then S is stable. 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
Note that if A generates a bounded C,-semigroup, Theorem 5.6 implies Theorem 5.5. 
For the proof of Theorem 5.6, we use interpolation of semigroups (see [5]) and the following 
result of [3]. 
Proposition 5.7. (Arendt and Batty [3, Remark 3.31). Let T be a strongly continuous emigroup 
generated by A such that Re(A) G 0 for all A E a(A), Rot A) n i[w = fl and a(A) n i[w is 
countable. Let B be a bounded operator which commutes with T(t). Suppose that 
sup,,, II T(t)B I( < +m. Then lim,,+, II T(t)Bx II = 0 for all x E E. 
Proof of Theorem 5.6. Let 6 > 0 and M = supt > 0 II S(t) II. Define the norm 
IIxIIF= supll e- ““(S(t)x +A-lx) II, 
t>0 
II . II F on E. Then, 
IIxIIF~ sup(IlS(t)ll+llA-‘Il)llxll <(M+ IIA-‘Il)llxll, forall XEE. 
t>o 
The space (E, II . II 1 F can be completed to a Banach space F. By [5] there exists an operator B 
defined on F which generates a strongly continuous semigroup T such that D(B) 9 E 9 F, 
A = B, and p(A) =p(B), where B, denotes the part of B in E. Let x E F and let S,(t)x := 
/,‘T(s)s ds be the once integrated semigroup generated by B. It is easy to see that S,(t)x = 
S(t)x for all t 2 0 and for all x E E. Thus, 
11 s,(s)x II F = sup 11 e -“SF(s)(S(t)x +A-‘x) 11 = sup II e-sfS(s)(S(t)x +A-lx) II. 
t>o I>0 
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consequently, SF(t)x 11 F < hf 11 x 11 F f or all x E E. Since EF = F, one has 11 S,(s) 11 F > M for 
all s 2 0. From the identity T(t)B-’ = S,(t) + B-’ it follows that 
II T(t)B-’ II F G (M+ 11 B-’ II F), for all t > 0. (5.6) 
Note that B-’ exists because p(A) =p(B) and 0 EP(A). Hence, 
a(B) f~ i[w is countable and o(B) c {A E C, Re(A) G 0). (5.7) 
On the other hand, k(B) CRC(A), and so, by (5.4), 
Ra(B)ni[W=fl. (5.8) 
Eqs. (5.6)-(5.8) are exactly the hypotheses of Proposition 5.7. Consequently, lim,, +_, 
11 T(t)B-‘x II F = 0 for x E E, and this implies that lim,,,, 11 S(t)x +A-‘x 11 F = 0 for all 
xEE. Using 11~11~~ llK1xll, we get lim,,,, II S(t)x +A-lx II = 0 for all x ED(A) and by 
the boundedness of S for all x E D(A). 0 
The following example shows that under the hypotheses of Proposition 5.1, S(t)x does not 
converge to -A -‘x for all x E E (but merely for x E D(A)). 
Example 5.8. Consider the w *-continuous semigroup T on E = 1” defined by 
(T(t)x),,_, = exp( - b + inr)(x,,, + ~xJ, 
(T(t)x),, = exp( - b + int)x,,, 
for II = 1, 2,. . . . It is generated by the operator A given on his maximal domain by 
(Rr),,-l-=(-~+ini*,,_,+x,,, (A),,=(-++in)x,,, n=1,2,... . 
The once integrated semigroup S generated by A is given by 
(S(t),, x’) = @s)x, x’> ds, XEE, x’EI’, t>O. 
Moreover, II S(t) 11 G 4 + e-l for all t > 0. It is easy to see that a(A) c {A, Re(A) < O}. If we 
had lim *-, +,S(t)x = -A-*x for all x E E, then it would follow from (5.2) that lim,, +,T(t)x 
= 0 for all x ED(A). But this is not true for x=(1/n),., because I(T(m)x),,_, I = 
e-‘(1/(2m - 1) + i) 2 1/(2e). 
The following corollary makes Theorem 5.6 more precise. 
Corollary 5.9 Let S be a bounded once integrated semigroup generated by A. Suppose that 
a( A) 17 i[w is countable, (5 -3) 
Ra(A)nilR=@, (5.4) 
0 WA). (5.5) 
Let x0 E E such that t c) S(t),0 is uniformly continuous on [0, m). Then lim, ~ +mS(t)Xo = -A-lx,. 
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Proof. For t, s > 0 we have 
S(t)A_lx, = tiPx, + / 0 'S r x0 dr, 0 S(t +s)A-lx, = (t +s)A-lx, + j:+‘S(r)x, dr. 
Thus, 
qt +s)A-‘x0 - S(t)A-‘x0 =sA-‘x0 + JI’+s ( ) S r x0 dr. 
It follows from Theorem 5.6 that 
tljTm [+‘( S( r)xO +A-‘x0) dr = 0, s 2 0. 
The uniform continuity of r ++ S(r)x, +A-lx, implies that lim, ~ +J,s(~)x, +A-lx,) = 0 (see 
[6, Proposition 2.91). q 
Corollary 5.10. Let A be the generator of a once integrated semigroup S which is Lipschitz 
continuous for t > to. Suppose that 
(T (A) C? iR is countable, w 
Ra(A)niR=@, (54 
0 Ed- (5.5) 
Then, lim t ~ +,S(t)x = -A-lx for all x E E. 
Proof. By Corollary 5.9 it suffices to ensure that S is bounded. We have 
S(t)x -S(to)x = 
dS(t)A-‘x dS(t,)A-‘x 
dt - dt . 
Thus, 
II S(t)x II G (II s(t,) II +2M II A-‘II) II x II, 
for all x E E, where M denotes the Lipschitz constant of (S(t)), ~ to. Hence S is bounded and 
the result follows from Corollary 5.9. q 
By perturbation we obtain the following corollary which is comparable to the results of [7] for 
semigroups. 
Corollary 5.11. Let A be the generator of a once integrated semigroup which is Lipschitz 
continuous for t > to such that 
o(A) f~ ilw is countable, (5.3) 
R@(A) n iR = 6. (5.4) 
Then for all iv E p(A), 
R(i77) = /,‘i eiqs dS(s) := ,tym/d eiqs dS(s) strongly. 
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Proof. By [2] generators of once integrated Lipschitz semigroups are exactly those operators 
satisfying the Hiile-Yosida condition. The operator A - iv satisfies the Hille-Yosida condi- 
tion since _4 has this property. Thus, A - iq generates a once integrated Lipschitz continuous 
semigroup V(t) which is given by 
V(t) = lf eMiT’ dS(s). 
0 
By Corollary 5.10, if iv E p( A), then lim, “I +m V(t) exists strongly. Cl 
6. The inhomogeneous Cauchy problem 
Consider the problem 
I 
du 
(ICP) 
x =Au(t) +f(t), t 2 0, 
U(0) =x ED(A), 
where f E C([O, a>; E). Suppose that A generates a once integrated semigroup S which is 
Lipschitz continuous for t 2 t, and 
i 
Au, t-f(O) Ef)(A), 
f(t) =-f(O) + ifg@) ds 
(6.1) 
holds true for some function g E L’(R+, E). By a result of Da Prato and Sinestrari [9] (see also 
[17]) the problem (ICP) has a unique solution given by 
u(t)=uO+S(t)(f(0)+Au,)+/:S(t-s)g(s)ds, t>O. (6.2) 
The following theorem describes the asymptotic behaviour of this solution. 
Theorem 6.1. Let A be the generator of a oplce integrated se~igro~p S which is L~ps~hit~ 
~o~ti~uo~s for t 2 t, (for some t, > 0). Stippose that zq, and f sat~s~ (6.1) and that 
(a) a(A) n iR is countable, 
(b) &(A) f’~ iR = @, 
(cl 0 E&4). 
Then the unique solution u of the problem (ICP), given by (6.21, satisfies 
lim u(t) = -A-If,, 
t-P +m 
where fm := lim, _,,f(t> =f(O) + /O+“g(s> ds. 
Proof. By Corollary 5.10 we have 
~~~~S(~)(~(O) +A,) = -A-If(O) - ug. 
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By the dominated convergence theorem it follows from Corollary 5.10 that 
369 
)yI;IS(t -s)g(s) ds = -K1k”“r(s) ds. 
Now Theorem 6.1 follows from (6.2). q 
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